
Colombo LK | Full-time

aRCHITECT 
fRONT-END DEVELOPMENT

WE ARE
HIRING

We are Xyicon. A team of innovators who have been creating robust 
software solutions that help our customers bridge the gap between 
design and data since 2000. Headquartered in Napa, CA, our team works 
closely with customers through a support and development network 
across North America, Europe, and Asia.



Over the last 10+ years, we've helped enterprise customers identify 
opportunities for process improvement using our product Xyicon, which 
is a highly configurable SaaS platform. Today, Xyicon is used by 
businesses of all sizes and industries, including aviation, retail, 
construction, laboratory, logistics, and healthcare, for their unique 
business challenges.



Our Sri Lankan team's salaries are pegged to the US Dollar. If you are 
looking to join a company where you can grow personally and 
professionally, apply now.

WHO ARE WE?

Key Roles AND 
Responsibilities

 Experience in developing Enterprise Front-end applications 
(modularization, security, clean code

 Expert knowledge in improving the performance of applications with 
heavy data loads and computation

 A minimum of 5+ years of relevant experience as a developer. At least 
1 – 2 years of experience in ReactJ

 Skilled in code review and bug fixin
 Fluency in English to collaborate with the tea
 Any experience as a Software Architect would be an added advantag
 Portfolio of previous work that displays the skillset as an architect 

and/or as a top-quality developer

Qualifications, Skills, 
and Experience

 Take ownership of the Front-end development of the product (quality, 
reliability, security, performance

 Analyze requirements, issues, and bottlenecks to architect 
appropriate solutions and enhancement

 Provide technical leadership for the team and maintain the quality of 
the cod

 Maintaining application compatibility and responsiveness over a 
range of screen sizes, platforms, and browser

 Mentor & motivate teammates to amplify their growth as developer
 Maintain high-level productivity across the project even without 

guidance

Click Here to Apply

https://forms.clickup.com/3358735/f/36g0f-4663/Y9M10JMRTNVIF9MIG2

